Oxygen is life

Mobi is my reassurance

ResMed.com/GoMobi

Get the most
out of life
ResMed Mobi is a portable oxygen
concentrator for everyday living.
It features a lightweight design, long
battery life and delivers the oxygen
you need to live your life.

Go further

Mobi is designed to help you enjoy an ac
long-distance travel, Mobi can go where
Oxygen for you
Mobi uses Pulse-Wave™ technology to efficiently
deliver your selected dose of oxygen each time you
inhale. As your activity level changes, Mobi senses
your breathing and automatically switches between
active and rest mode.

Simple to use
Mobi is designed for one-touch startup and simple
setting changes. An easy-to-read display shows
battery life and indicates when each dose of oxygen
is delivered.

*Accessories sold separately.

ctive lifestyle. From daily errands to
e you go.
Casual style
The Mobi carry bag is both stylish and functional.
It features a casual but sophisticated design that
conceals tubing and batteries. Or choose the Mobi
backpack – great for day trips and travel.

A name you can trust
ResMed has been changing lives with every breath
for nearly thirty years. Mobi is the latest addition
to our award-winning family of respiratory solutions.

Mobi accessories
Mobi external battery
Offering up to 4.5 hours of additional running time
at setting 1, the Mobi external battery allows you
to get out and enjoy life longer.

Mobi backpack
The Mobi backpack keeps your machine, batteries
and nasal cannula secure and out of sight,
while the backpack straps conveniently conceal
the cannula.
Mobi mounting straps (4)
A set of four adjustable straps feature hook
and clip attachments to help you securely attach
Mobi to a scooter, walker or wheelchair.

Nasal cannula
7-ft silicone nasal cannula offers a comfortable
fit and ample length for freedom of movement.

*Accessories sold separately.

Technical specifications
Mobi device
Weight

5.5 lbs (2.49 kg)

Size (W x H x D)

9.60” x 7.95” x 4.49”
(244 mm x 202 mm x 114 mm)

Oxygen delivery

Pulse oxygen therapy

Device settings

1, 2, 3, 4

Battery life*

Setting

Internal battery

External

1

8.6 hrs

4.5 hrs

2

6 hrs

3 hrs

3

3.8 hrs

1.9 hrs

4

3.2 hrs

1.6 hrs

*Hours are approximate and based on a breath rate of 20 bpm. The device will operate up to
the battery life (hours) specified.
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